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PURPOSE OF THE STUDY 
The primary purpose of this study was to analyze the operations of 
the Pure Milk Producers Associa.tion of Eastern Oklahoma==a marketing 
cooperative==from the standpoint of cost of operating the bulk milk 
. .. ., ·' 
pickup service throughout the Tulsa milkshed. An effort has been made 
to determine the costs of performing the specific functions of bulk 
milk assembly and then to discover methods of reducing these costs. 
Bulk milk pickup is one o-f the more recent technological develop-
ments in Oklahoma dairy marketing. Little is known about the costs 
.. 
involved in the transporting of milk, the efficiencies of operation of 
managerial decisions facing the haulers and handlers of milk. Hence, 
the problem lies in finding just what the costs are and then h9w to 
reduce these costs. 
The bulk pickup system potentially offers saving to both farmers 
and processors or distributors; hence, in the long=run, the system 
offers potential savings to all consumers of milk. Farmers may benefit 
primarily from lower transportation costs while processors and distrib• 
utors get their milk at reduced receiving costs. Part of the savings 
will eventually be passed on to the consumer, thus giving him a share 
of the benefi.cial effects. of an improved milk marketing syste11Do 
In 1954, the Oklahoma Agricultural Experiment Station Dairy Depart.-
ment, Stillwater, Oklahoma, conducted a study of the bulk milk pickup 
1 
system for one dairy farm. This study was primarily concerned with the 
influence of the system on product ion==that is, the influence on flavor, 
1 weight accuracy, milk losses, and savings on labor , 
2 
In the summer of 1956, Blakley, Boggs, and Rogers, two s taff members 
and a graduate assistant in t he Depart ment of Agricultural Economics at 
Oklahoma State University, Sti llwat er, Oklahoma, conducted a study of 
the system in t he Oklahoma City Milkshed in cooperation with the Central 
Oklahoma Milk Producers Association of Oklahoma City. This study was 
concerned with t he marketing phases of t he bulk milk pickup system. It 
was based on observations obtained on 44 rout e days taken from COMPA's 
rout es and from audit report s of t he Association.2 
Other than the Blakley, Boggs, and Rogers study, the marketing phases 
of this system of milk marketing have been ignored in Oklahoma. However, 
t here have been numerous studies in ot her states which indicate decreased 
costs resulting from the initiation of such a system. Baum and Pauls3 
noted t h is indication in t heir Washington State study as did Clark4 in 
California. Though s ome of Clark 0s, Baum and Paul 0s , and Blakley, Boggs, 
and Rogers 0 techniques will be of value , their actual findings will not 
l Paul E. Johnson, Harold C. Olson, and Robert L. Von Gunten, ! 
Comparison .£.t ~ !ill .!fil! £!!! Systems !2!:, Handlin~ !:!ill .2!l Farms, Oklahoma 
Agricultura l Experiment Station, Bulletin No . B-43 , August, -1954. 
2 Leo V. Blakley, Kenneth B. Boggs, and Walter Rogers,! Preliminary 
Report .2!l .!!!. Analysis .21 ~ !ll..lli. Transportation Costs .2f t he Central 
Oklahoma Milk Producers Association, Departmental Report, Department of 
Agr icu1tural Economics, Oklahoma Stat e University, Stillwa,ter, Oklahoma, 
January , 1958 . 
3E. L. Baum and D. E. Pauls,! Comparative Analysi~ of Costs of~ 
Collection .2£. ~ £I,.~~ T!,nk !a Western Washington, 1952, Washington 
Agricult ural Experiment Station, Tecnnical BuJ.J.etin No,. 10. 
4o. A. Clark, Jr . ,! Comparative Analysis 2f Costs of Operating~ 
Collection Routes .2Y. £!!!and~ .!n, California, Giannini Foundation of 
Agricultural Economics, Berkeley, California, Mimeo. Report 91, October, 1947, 
3 
apply di~ectly to the Tulsa situation because of the differences in roads, 
routing conditions, and farm sizes. 
\ This study is limited to the northeastern Oklahoma-southwestern 
Missouri milk producing area and the Pure Milk Producers Association of 
Eastern Oklahoma. For this reason, the findings of this study will be 
applicable only to the plant included in the study, or to plants with 
similar circumstances in roads, routing, and production capacity_ of farms 
with which these plants deal. Since the most logical method of conducting 
such a study as this ?ne is by use of questionnaires and schedules, the 
accuracy , of the findins; of this study will be limited to the accuracy 
of t he enumerators who completed the schedules o 
In making a study such as th.is, a numbei; of assum~tions must be 'made. 
the firs t assumption is the profit m~~ive .. -all milk market-ers and processors 
included in the study desire to maximize profits. In line with this it 
must be assumed that all milk marketers and processors-=namely the Pure 
Milk Producers Association of Eastern Oklahoma, Tulsa, Oklahoma-- are 
willing (1) to make necessary changes in scales of plant to reach and 
maintain an optimum scale of plant, (2) to make necessary routing change.s, 
and (3) to make necessary changes in personnel. Further, it was assumed 
t hat prices for milk, labor, and transportation equipment and supplies 
remained constant . 
Three concepts have been set forth at this point--the profit motive 
which has already been defined, optimum scale of plant, and constant costs 
of labor, transportation, and milk . "Constant costs" means simply that the 
per unit price of these factors remains the same. Leftwich5 defines optimum 
5Richard H. Leftwich,~ Price System ,!ru! Resource Allocation, 
Rinehart and Company, New York, 19.55, p·;--4 155. 
4 
scale of plant as the most efficient of all scales of plant which the firm 
can build, The optimum scale of plant is the one in which the short=run 
average cost curve forms the minimum point of the long=run average cost 
curve, It can also be thought of as that scale of plant where a short=run 
average cost curve is equal to the long=run average cost curve at the 
minimum point of both curves, 
The data used in this study have been collected from the routing and 
pickup practices, and time and motion studies of the individual drivers 
operating the trucks which pick up the milk from producers in the Tulsa 
milkshed. Since the Pure Milk Producers Association of Eastern Oklahoma 
is a cooperative association, it operates somewhat differently from a 
private enterprise. The cooperative markets the milk and charges a per= 
hundredweight transportation fee based on the distance a producer is 
located from Tulsa. This fee is set up on five mile intervals to eliminate 
discriminatory charges to producers as nearly as possible. These fees 
theoretically cover the costs of operating the cooperative, Since the 
objective of the cooperative is to provide as inexpensive a marketing 
service as possible, any surplus is redistributed to the participants 
according to the volume of their production, 
In this study, the problem was to provide a framework of data and 
analytical techniques whereby firms engaged in bulk milk assembly opera= 
tions can (1) evaluate the efficiency of present operations, and (2) 
devise a pricing procedure which is equitable am.ong producers. To 
accomplish this, several alternative methods of doing jobs will be 
devised and time and expense of each will be calculated, With these as 
guides, we can determi~e by comparison whether a phase of the bulk milk 
assembly oper~tion i$ efficient or not, and also which alternative might 
5 
be most efficient. The time spent at various phases of the jobs was listed 
on the forms included in Appendix A of this thesis. 
From. a series of the schedules plus plant audits, the cost per mile 
or r~ute by road class and condition, and the cost per producer can be 
obtained. The method of doing this will be shown in the sections analyzing 
time and costs. From this information it will be possible to determine the 
criteria the Association may use in making decisions concerning the install-
ation of bulk tanks for various producers. If it costs more to allow a new 
producer to participate in the bulk pickup system than this producer 0 s 
volume returns to the cooperative, then obviously, the cooperative could 




In making this study, data were collected from two sources. First, 
cost information was secured from monthly audits of the Pure Milk 
Producers Association of Eastern Oklahoma, Tulsa, Oklahoma. Second, data 
providing for the allocation of these costs to specific functions performed 
in bulk milk assembly .were obtained from schedules from 14 route days on 
a sample of routes of the Association . Two additional schedules were taken 
on the Association routes in southwest Missouri in an effort to learn if 
the waiting time of the tank transport which conveyed this milk back to 
Tulsa might be reduced. 
The Schedule Used 
In gathering information for cost allocation, time and motion data 
were obtained from a schedule pat terned after the one used by Blakley, 
Boggs, and Rogers in a similar study of the Oklahoma City Milkshed . The 
first page of the schedule dealt with time spent on operations performed 
by the drivers before leaving to make milk pickups along the route. 
However, drivers in the Oklahoma City milkshed were required to perform 
tasks not required of drivers in the Tulsa study. Of the operations 
listed=-check instructions, check truck (oil, fuel, etc,), warm up truck, 
truck to building, sterilize tank, hook up pump, sterilize pump, get ice, 
get supplies, and get sample bottles--Pure Milk Producers Association 
drivers were required to perform four. These were check instructions 
6 
check truck, warm up truck, and get sample bottles. In one and only one 
observation, the driver delivered supplies. 
The second and third pag1:;s of the schedule dealt with overhead 
driving, that is the driving from the plant to the first producer and 
7 
from the last producer back to the plant, Roads were classified first 
according to type (paved, gravel, and dirt) then according to condition 
within each type (good, fair, and poor). Determining if a road were paved, 
gravel, or dirt was a relatively simple process, but drawing the bounds 
of "good'', ''fairn, or 11poor1' condition proved to be somewhat more of a 
problem, This depended entirely upon the enumerator, It is doubtful 
that there would be difficulty in distinguishing between 1'good11 and 11poorn 
condition, but the line between a high "fair'' and a low 18good" or between 
a low '' fairn and a high npoor11 road condition was difficult to determine, 
These pages listed mileage and time spent in driving this mileage on each 
of the nine road classifications. 
For each of the producer stops, a sheet such as page 4 was filled out. 
This sheet included time of travel, road type, and mileage between the 
preceding producer and the producer whose name appeared at the top of the 
sheet, The second portion of thi:s sheet dealt with time spent in the 
various operations at the barn. These were as follows: 
1. Hooking up ho:se and cord 
2. Writing ticket 
)o Weighing milk 
4. Agitating milk 
5, Taking ~ample 
6. Pumping 
8 
7. Putting up hose and cord 
8. Washing tank 
Rooking Up Hose and Cord 
The hose and cord were enclosed in a compartment at the rear of the 
truck. It was necessary for the driver to open this compartment, take the 
hose out and connect it with a valve located at the end of the bulk tank. 
The cord was on a spring=operated reel and had to be unreeled, the reel 
locked, and the cord plugged into an electric outlet in the barn. 
Writing Ticket and Weighing Milk 
Each producer was assigned a permit number. The driver was required 
to write out a ticket in quadruplicate on which this number, the weight 
of milk, and the temperature of the milk appeared. The milk was weighed 
by a calibrating device on which each sixteenth or thirty=second of an 
inch was the ecgJuivalent of some poundage of milk. The calibrating stick 
was washed with hot water to give an accurate milk reading (butterfat 
might 11crawl11 up on a cold stick) and then the hot stick was set into 
position in the tank, removed from the tank, and the calibration noted on 
the ticket. Milk poundage was taken from a chart provided with the tank. 
Agitating Milk 
It was necessary for the drivers to agitate the milk about a minute 
and a half before taking a sample. Since cream will rise and milk is 
sold on basis of butterfat content, ·~nagitated mitk may give a deceiving 
test. Upon occasion the agitator would be operating when the truck 
arrived and the driver had to wait for the milk to settle before calibration. 
9 
Sampling 
A sample of milk for testing was taken from each tank since butterfat 
content is one basis for pricing milk. Bacteria counts were also taken 
from this sample, The driver had a very small dipper with an approximate 
capacity of one tablespoon. Three dippers of milk were taken from 
different areas of the tank, poured into a 1/2 cup bottle, and the bottle 
placed in a rack next to the cord in the compartment of the truck. 
Pumping 
• 
Pumping was the only variable operation consis t ent ly per formed at the 
farm. Logically, the length of time spent in pumping depends on the volume 
of milk. Pumping was started by throwing a switch in the barn, or upon 
occasion, plugging the cord into an electric outlet was delayed until the 
driver was prepared to begin pumping. 
Putting Up Hose a~d Cord 
When pumping was completed the driver unhooked the hose from the tank 
and returned it to the truck. Then he unhooked the cord and released the 
lock on the reel. The cord was automatically reeled back into the rear 
compartment. The driver then closed and latched the doors enclosing the 
compartment and returned to the barn to wash the tank . 
Washing Tank 
Drivers .ordinarily washed the tank when the milk had been completely 
pumped out, though occasionally the producer performed this operation. 
This was to prevent milk from drying on the sides of the tank and forming 
''milkstone" deposits . 
The various operations -~ the barn might be performed in any of 
several orders, and some operations might be performed simultaneously. 
10 
Most drivers took the sample and wrote the ticket while the milk was being 
pumped into the truck. Some . hooked up the hos,e and cord before w~ighing 
the milk, otbers after weighing. Some washed the tank before putting up 
the hose and cord, and others afterward. Outside influences might change 
* any driver Os order of performing the various operations at the farm. Also, 
farm stop time might be increased by these outside influences. For example, 
a producer who was tardy in milking could add considerable time to the farm 
stop since the driver would be forced to wait until milking was completed. 
Or a producer who was present at the barn would increase farm stop time by 
visiting with the drivero 
In the 1.uie of Association audit reports for figuring cost data, the 
entire year of 1957 was first used, But due to the rapid growth and 
expansion of the Association, the month of March, 1958, was more nearly 
descriptive of the present situation. For this reason March data were used 
as a basis of deter~ining costs of bulk milk assembly. Also, it was pos-
sible to get a more complete break down of costs in March thari for the 
preceding periods~ In parts of the analysis, certain costs which are 
gener~l~y considered variable were defined as fixed costs since they did 
not vary with road classes and conditions. In other sections these costs 
were treated in the usual context of variable cost 1::lassifications. 
Throughout this study, an attempt has been made to allocate costs to 
the time spent in various functions. Since all labor costs were on a fixed 
salary basis, this has been done on an arbitrary basis of the number of 
routes per month multiplied by the average time per route observed in the 
* If the agitator were running when the truck arrived the order 
probably would be (a) take sample (b) hook up hose and cord (c) wait for 
milk to settle (d) weigh milk (e) begin pumping and write ticket (f) put 
up ho~e and cord (g) wash tanko 
11 
sample. When this figure was divided into the wages paid to drivers in 
th.is period an b.~urly rate of $1.78 or 2.98 cents per minute was obtained • 
. Other labor expense was figured on the basis of driver time, except for 
mechanic labor which has been treated as a fixed truck: cost. 
Some of the cost analysis procedure may seem sem.ewhat unorthodox to 
the economically sophisticated reader, but since costs have been allocated 
on basis of road types and conditions in cer~ain sections, some costs wb.ieh 
are normally considered variable with respect to a given time period (e.g. 
utilities) were treated as fixed costs since they were unaffected by road 
couditions. 
CHAPTER III 
TYPES OF ROUTES 
The milk routes involved in this study were divided into two categories, 
(l) those with mid=route pump-off stops and (2) those without such. stops. 
The group with pump=off stops were further divided into two sub=categories~ 
(1) those routes which were split into two portions by a pump=off stop at 
a distributor and (2) those which were split into two portions by a pump= 
off stop at some point along the route. In both cases, the route was 
continued and another load was obtained. The last load was returned to the 
Pure Milk Producers Association plant or to distributors in the Tulsa area. 
Routes split into two portions by a pump=off stop at a distributor 
consisted primarily of stops at fairly large local producerso These routes 
originated in Tulsa, made a loop in the area on one 1:.ide of Tulsa, and 
then returned to the city to unload at a distributorijs plant (Figure 1). 
In every route observation, this distributor was Hawks Dairy; however, 
plant records show that deliveries were made to Epler, Glenclift, and 
other distributors in the Tulsa areao From the distributor, a loop was 
made in another direction from Tulsa and the milk was returned to the 
Association headquarter$ or po~illl ibly to a dis.t:ributor" Actually, this 
"split pump=off" type route might be considered asi two short routes com= 
pleted during the same day. 
The 11enroute pump=ofe1 routes were organized in such a manner that 
the times spent by the drivers were approximately equalized. Figure 2 
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to be'gin picking up milk along his route. The driver of the transport made 
his departure some three hours later, drove to Seneca,Missouri, where he 
met the driver of a bulk milk route coveri~g southwest Missouri to load 
' . . . . . 
17,000 to 20,000 pounds of milk which had been collected along the Missouri 
route. The transport then returned to some predesignated point along the 
route=Qin most cases, Chelsea, Oklahoma.=~to meet the driver of the route 
which originated in Tulsa. Milk collected on the f int half of that route 
was pumped into the transport. After loading, the driver of the transport 
and the route driver exchanged trucks. The route driver returned the 
transport to the Tuba plant and the transport driver made the last half 
of the stops along the route and returned to the plant. In this manner, the 
time, spent on. 1:the. route. was approximately. equalized among drivers, Figure 
. . 
2 illustrates the route driven· by .t.he driver who started his day on the 
transport. 
by.the Tulsa pump=off d:iscussed·above. Originating and.terminating .a~·the 
Association headquarters, travel :was cpi;mpleted on one large ~oop in one 
direction fr~m Tulsa (Figure .3). The distributors to which. they delivered 
may have been any of.several commercial distributors in Tulsa, or the milk 
may have been returned to the Ass«:»ciationheadqua:rters to be diverted to 
dairy processing plailu outside the Tuba areao 
Two additional schedules were taken on the Assoc.iation routes i.n 
southwest Missouri in an effort to learn if the waiting time of the tank 
trmsport which conveyed this milk back to·Tuisa might be reduced •. Such a 
reduction would reduce substantially the waiting time required for a second 
t'enroute pum.p=offu at some point between Tuba and Seneca, Missouri, on the 
Figure 3 
"Non-Pump-off'' Type Route.Observed in the Bulk Milk Assembly 
Operations of the Pure Milk Producers Association 





aPlant--Pure Milk Producers Association of Eastern Oklahoma 
bLocal Distributor Pump-off 
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tanker return trip to '?ubao While the study T1Hl$ in process, however, 
the Association made routing changes which eliminated most of the waiting 
time for the second ''enroute pump=of fl't. route. The greatest reduction of 
waiting time. for the tanker would have occurred had the Association sent 
a larger tank to run the southwest Missouri routeso The tank operating in 
the area was not large enough to hold all the milk and it was necessary 
for the driver of this route to bring in a full tank then return to his 
route and pick up another producer 0 s milk..,=a procedure requiring approxi-
mately 40 minutes==then return to the pump=off location to pump his load 
into the tanker. All in all, this procedure added about 48 min~tes to the 
waiting time of the tm11ker. 
The tank transport run to Missouri was discontinued in April, 1958. 
After this time, the driver of the southwest Missouri routes completed 
ais route==using a larger tank leased from theAssociation.,.=and then 
transported this milk to 'ft:1.lsa in his own tru~k. Wholesale changes in 
the routing and route operation have rendered the entire routing procedure 
virtually unrecognizable fr• the information gathered during the sample 
period. However, the study still has considerable value from the point of 
cost. allocation and time r«MJ[uired in this operation. 
While the bulk pickup operati~n itself has ~hanged, the marketing 
costs :for producer$ remained appro:idmately the same and the overall 
pi©tu:re was not greatly changedo 
Route Length$ 
From the r())ute observations, an overall average route concept was 
derived. This route would have either nine or ten stops and would be 175.2 
miles in length. Figure 4 shows this overall average route with nine 
producer stops, and with a pump=off stop. 
Figure 4 
Over-all Average Route Derived from Observations of Routes in the 
Bulk- Milk Assembly Operations of the Pure Milk Producers 





























An overall average route concept is mislea«Ung in the case of the Pure 
. . . 
Milk Producers Association.because of the great>diversity between routes 
in the number. of producers, length of route, and volume of milk •. This 












These data mply that the non=pump=off route b the avel;'agl. This 
is.not the ~ase since·t.herewere three pump=off routes to each n.on".'pwnp-
off routeo 
CHAP?ER IV· 
ANALYSIS OF TIMES 
· The total time drivers spent on bulk picki:Jp routes was d.ivided into 
six parts. 'l'hese were as follows: 
( 4. 1) T 0\1, Tl ,f, t 2 + T .3 + T 4, + T 5 + T6 
Where T is total tim® 
T1 is the time spent at .Association headquarters, before departure to 
run route. 




T4 is the spent at lun~h and .coffee, waiU.ng, etc. 
T ·5 is the time spent at pump=off stops. 
T 6 .is the time spent during mechanical difficulties and trouble. 
. Time Spent att: Plant 
The average tilu 1pent. by d:i:ivers preparatory to running the. bulk milk 
. . ' .• . - . . . . . ' .. 
rcrutes CII\) · w~s Htimated to be 13.2 minutes per route. This included 
checking the oil, an<d tires, picking up sample bottles and the tackograP.~ 
card Ca tack9graph is a device which rec@rd1 rate of speed, mileage, and 
. . . . . . .- ··-'. - -- ' ,,_, 
stop· Ume along the· rrQlute) and checking iniltruction$. · '!'he sample bottles 
.... . : .. , .. · .. ; 
. . 
building. ~river iMtruction1 wex-e po@lt~d on a bla@kboard in. thii same. · 
office.· These instru~ti@nlS &'3tat11d which driver W(l)uld drive which :rcut;e, 
. . . . . ._ 




Driving time per m.Ue varied, H would be expected, with types and ' 
<Glonditions of roads traveled. Roads were claseed as paved, gravel, or 
dirt. ~y of.these cla~ses m:i.gh.t be in.any of three conditions=-good, 
fa:ir,.or poor. The class of road, was, of @curse, easy to dete~mine, but 
the line between good and fair or fair and poor condition is broad, 
Rene,, the condition listed was in 18ome caees \ll!Uite subjective and dependent 
upon the.enumerator. 
In tlle.'Eulsa milks!ned, about 79 percent of all roads traveled was· 
classi~ied ,H paved highway with about 60 percent o~ good highway, 16 
percent on fair highway and. 3 percen.t on poor highway (Table I). Some 18 
· pe_rceut of roads was classe<d as gravel with 4 .percent. g:r()uped as I good, 
8 percent as fair and 6 percent a1 poor gravel. Only 3perceut ef ail 
. roads· was classed a.s dirt6 ·. 01'!1.ei=half of @lllie percent WH c.18:Hifies ~~: 
giGod dirt, about one and one=half percent a1 fair and one percent as pll)er 
dirt rciad. Baieed. on tb.e average speeid fer eal!l'h·'rcM1.d type. and condition 
tne following formula 111umma'r'bes the time re<qJ,uired to travel a given number 
of miles {T2) with various percentagH oif r@ads of ea~h specified type (R), 
and conditi~n (t)i 
T2 tm IDJ],:1.48 Rfl + l • .39 Rf2 ,fl, 2. 15 Rfl.3 + ~.10 R2C1 f?• 16 RgC2 
· ,i. 4.os ~c3 --0-. 2. 76 R,rt!o1 + 2.47 R,f.2 + 4.27 ai.; J · · · · · · 
In this form~la, 
D ggdi1Stan@e in mile$ 
( ·· .. ,. 
R.lCl ,.. pereentage of r4'1ads claH:Ui@d a@ gocd.hig~way 
Rf2 ... peircentage cf re.a©\$ ~laHifieci\ a!'!! fair highway 
. R ©: 
· 1 3 e! percentage Q>f l!:'@»S@S claH,ifi®ilt. as p«l»©lll': higbVJWtty 
TAJSLE I 
T@TAL MILES A!ffil MlWTES PER MILE FROM A SAMPLE OF ROADS TRAVELED) 
ON BULK MILK ROMES, CLASSIFIED! BY 'nPE OF ROAD AND GONDI'll'ION 
OF RIM' Ptm.E MILK PB.ODlUCERS Ass;oc lAT WlN . OF EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA, 1958 
Road Class Percent of Minutes 
an@ID. Condititm Mile$ Total per Mile 
Paved 2,39409 78.69 1.485 
!Good lp8l7.6 59.'(2 1.476 
Fair 479 .9 15. 11 1,385 
Poor 97o4 3.20 2.141 
Gravel 558.l 18 • .34 2,818 
(G,o(Q)Q 120,8 3,97 2,098 
Fair 242. l 1, 95 2,161 
Poor 195.2 6.41 4.079 
Il>irt 90,5 2,97 · 3,060 
.46 * GoQd 14.0 2.757 
Fair 49.0 l. 61 2.465 
fCJ(l)I' 27 .5 .90 4.27.3 
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* Ob~iervation1 b~ied en le11S than 25 milers for ea~h road ~laHifica= 
tion were ©oniidered unr~liable for reporting. 
Sour@ei Computed fr~m ~~rvey dat~ obt~in~d from Fure Milk Pr~ducers 
AH@©iation of E&i.8Sit~rn Oklahoma, De<itember ;:n, 1951 through 
Febru$ry 1, 1958" 
R~fl ""percentage of roads classified as good gravel 
~c 2 ""percentage of road.$ claHified as fair gravel 
~c3 ,,,,·percentage of roads claHified as poor gravel 
. R3'J1 ""percentage of roads classified as good dirt 
R,/J'2 = percentage of roads classified as fair dirt 
R.3':•3 :a percentage ~f roads classified as poor dirt 
,. 
An example might be of aid in the interpretation of this formula. 
If there were a route= ... say 100 miles in length .. 00d:dven only on good 
highway, the driving time would be 148 minutes or two hours and 28 minutes. 
The driving time for combinations of road types or conditions· would be 
calculated from data included in the formula. For example, consider a 
route w'!!ich consisted of one=half good highway nd one=half good gravel 
roads. With half of all roads traveled ~laesed as go~d highway, a net of 
approximately .74 minute$ would be re1uired t(l) travel the good highway 
partt of an average mil~ [1.48 (.50) ls , 74]. A like calculation for the 
gravel portion cif this mile would give 1.05 minmtes c~lL 10 C50) ls 1.05]. 
The driving time for an average mile is obtained by summing the parts to 
get a total of 1.79 minutes req~ired tto drive an average mile. This is 
a weighted average uu:mber of minutes per mile. For the hypothetical 100 
m.Ue route, the driving time would be 179 minutes or one minute less than 
tthree hours.· This same procedure is applicable to all roads and conditions 
in determining driving times ou typical r<10111tes,,. For the routes in the 
sample period in early 1958, the time t~taled approximately 311.7 minutes· 
in driving o Poor farm driveways were 'Jt'fj~ponisible for delays in bad weather_. 
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On. one route which was observed three times, the truck was stuck in one 
particular drive,three timeso Other facters included bad bridges and 
narrow gateso 
Farm Stops 
A detailed analysis was made of times devoted to various functions 
performed by drivers at the farm stops. The procedures followed by the 
drivers in performing tbe various functions were standardized but actual 
times varied from driver to driver. 
Regardless @f order for the overall fixed operations, no significant 
statisti~al differences between drivers were fcnuad. One driver might be 
more efficient in some phase such as weighing while another saved time in 
sampling. When the data were pooled for all drivers, a regression was 
' c~puted between time at the barn and the volume of milk pumped.. <:In.:·rdais 
analysis, an approximate 5.969 minutes were used in performing the 
fixed operations and 0205 minutes were reiqiuired for pumping each hundre.d-
weight of milk. The fixed functions in©luded hooking and unhooking, 
calibration, sampling, writing the ticket, washing the tank and other 
On the basis of these data, the formula for time at tb.e farm (T3) __ is~ 
(4.3) 
where Xis hundredweight of milk picked up 
n is number .of stops per route 
For a thousand pound pickup, the total time would be about eight minutes 
[5.969 + 0,205 (10)_"" 7~969] o If there were ten producers on this route, 
the total times at fams for this route would be 80 minutes or l 1/3 hourso 
Studies of the$e operations in other milk$heds indicate a slightly 
different time scale.· Cowden of the Farm.er Cooperative Service estimated 
6.8 minutes for the fixed operations and 0,35 minutes. per 100 pounds of 
. . 6 
milk pumped, bas_ed on observations from two routes. For a 1,000 pound 
pi~kup, the$e estimates w@uld indicate a total time at the farm of about 
10,.3 minuteai==alm.Ht 25 percent higher than in the Tulsa milkshed for the 
Blakley, Rogers and Boggs of the Department of Agricultural Economics 
at Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, in their study of 
similar operations in the Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, milkshed obtained 
estimates of 7.5 minutes for the fixed operations and 0.214 minutes per 
hundredweight of milk pumped, based on 570 observations from 14 routes.7 
For a 1,000 pound pickup, these estimates indicate a total time at the 
farm of about 9.6 minutes==still somewhat higher than the estimates 
obtained in the Tulsa milkshed. 
During the sample period of late 1957. and early 1958, there were ten 
producers on the average route of 175.2 miles in the Tulsa milkshed. The 
average volume fCllr ea~h producer (l,976 pounds per pickup) was used with 
the formula above to compute the time per stop of 10.02 minutes. The times 
per stop were added to obtain 100.2 minutes spent at farm stops on the 
average routeo 
6Joseph ~. Cowden, !!!m=s.£=Pla.BS, ~ .!ru! £!!! Hill Hauling Costs, 
Farmer Cooperative Servi«:~ Report 18, U.S. Department of Agrkulture, 
Washington 25, D. C., :March, 1956. 
7Leo V. Blakley, Kenneth B. Bogg~, and Walter Rogers,!. Preliminary 
R,eport .£B, 1m, Analysis £1 ~11lk Milk Transportation Cos u !!, ~· Central 
Oklahoma~ Producers Association, Departmental Repo-rt, Department of 
Agricultural Economics, Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, Oklahoma, 
J' antutry, 19 58 • 
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Some drivers stopped for meals, and almost without exception for an 
·.,\ 
early morning eoffee break.·. With some particular trucks, it was ~ecessary 
I 
to re=fmel at some point along the route; however, this occurred in few 
ated with time spent at lunch, coffee break.$, and in visiting with 
average of 24.2 minutes was spent in these ways. 
times, it was necessary to wait either for the transport tanker into whi~h 
accommodate the milk. The average waiting time on all routes was 27.0 
minutes. This varied greatly between r<.mtes, p:rimar:Uy because of 
inade,uate facilities at some receiving plants. 
The combined lundh"'@cffee time., and the waiting time (T4) averaged 
51,2 minutes. 
Pump=off Time 
stop at the end of each route t~ deliver the milk to a receiving plant 
somewhere in the city ,oif Tulsa. On the nenroute pump-off91 routes, there 
were either two or three pump=ofb, depending on the final destination of 
the milk and on which part of the route the enumerator was riding. For 
example, if he were riding the t:ran~port in the beginning, he would 
observe a pump=off in Seneca, Missouri, another in Chebea, Oklahoma-"' 
where he would change trucks~=and possibly a third when the route truck 
returned to 'l'ulsa to unload at a commercial d8iry ot· receiving station. 
On the other hand, if the enumerator were to begin the day on a route 
truck, he would observe a pump=off at Chelsea, where he would change 
trucks, return to Tulsa with the transport and possibly enumerate a second 
pwnp=off. Generally, however, the transport did not unload in Tulsa since 
t.his milk usually was diverted to other markets. In the "mid=route pump= 
off" routes==those whi@h were split by a pump=off stop at a dairy process= 
ing plant in Tulsa-=the enumerator would observe two pump=offs, one in the 
middle and one at the end of the route. 
The average time spent on all routes in unloading and loading milk 
(T5) was 52.9 minutes per route. Actually, there was considerable varia~ 
tion between routes since some routes unloaded three times and some only 
once. Also responsible for some of the variation were the different tank 
sizes which allowed different size~ of load$ and the different pump sizes 
which moved milk at diff~rent speeds. 
Mechanical Difficultiew and Trouble 
Along any bulk m.ilk :r:oute which re~uire.s travel on country roads, 
there will be stoppages resulting from tire trouble, motor trouble, or 
bad roads. From observations in the Tulsa m.ilkshed, estimates of these 
stoppages were obtained. Some things li!:lted under this heading were tire 
changes, difficulty in starting truck, brake trouble., and trucks being 
stuck on wet, muddy roads. The average time spent in stoppages of various 
sort.s cr6) was 33. l minutes per route, 
An. average route of the Pure Milk Produ~e:rs Association consisted of 
the times in the sample period of late 1957 and early 1958 shown in Table II. 
TABLE II 
DIS'l'RIBUTION OF'\ TIME SPENT QN AN AVERAGE ROUTE, PURE MILK 
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA; 1958 
Tim® Minutes Percent of Total Time 
Tl (time at plant) 13.2 2.34 
'1'2 (driving) .311. 7 55.4.3 
T.3 (farm stops) 100 ;2 17.82 
'1'4 (lunch, c·offee, etc.) 51.2 9.11 
T 
5 
(pum.p=off) 5~L9 9.41 
T6 (trouble) 33. l 5.89 
Total 562.3 minutes or 9.37 100.00 
hours* (9 hours, 
22 minutes) 
* -Overall observed average time was 555 minutes (9.25 hours). The 
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seven minute di$crepancy is due to rounding errors in the various parts. 
Source g Computed frQD survey data obta_iD«Ml from Pure Milk Producers 
Association of Eastern Okl~homa, December 31, 1951 through 
F~bruary 1, 1958. 
CHAPTER V 
C:0:S".lr:' ANALYSIS 
Labor co~t$, truck and tank costs, and other cost~, such as e~uip= 
ment and overhead costs, constituted the major cost items in bulk milk 
pickup operations, Some of these costs varied directly with use and 
were def:bied a.s variable CO$U. Others did not vary with use and were 
defined as fixed ~osts. 
Labor costs were broken down into three major categories; (1) driver 
labor, (2) mechanic labor, and (3) overhead. All of these categories 
may be defintd as fixed on a. monthly basis with the exception of a 
mechanic 0s helper="'if one i[; used==who i$ paid by the hour. Acceording 
to the ~omp~ny :records, funds paid out to mechanic 0 ~ helpers amounted to 
le$S than $100 fer the preceding year. 
Driver labor ~ost must be treated a~ a fixed cost with respect to 
operatioI1lS pe:rfo:rmed within a period of one month, Drivers started at 
$300 per month with a $25 raise the first month. The following two months, 
driver is re~e:ived $12. 50 ra:ia:eis whereupon their 1alarie3 were fixed at 
$350 per montho In the $ample month, driver~ were paid $3,620.50 for 
driving 36,510 miles and payroll taxe3 amounted to $81.50, Total 
payroll tax and driver sala:rie@ amount~d to $3,'702,00, which was e<1JJ.uivalent 
to a per=milei irate of 10.1.391 cent~, 
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However, the A$SOciation truck and tank expenses as well as miles 
driven were not all derived from route traffic. About 11,900 of the 
36,510 miles driven in March were driven in milk diversion operations 
which left 24,610 miles driven on bulk milk routes, Based on the propor= 
tion of miles classified as route miles, route drivers were paid $2,492.37 
(including payroll tax). Using this more realistic concept of route costs, 
the per=mile rate would be equivalent to 10.127 cents. 
Considering driver salaries variable, t~tal variable costs associated 
with labor was estimated at $3702,00 (Table III). The route share of these 
costs shown in the right column was $2,492037. 
The sample revealed that the average route length was 175.2 miles and 
the average time required to drive this mileage was 9 hours and 15 minutes 
or 9.25 hours. The total route mileage driven in March was 24,610 miles 
or 150.74 routes, Based on average time for the average route, March 
route driving re1uired 1,394,35 hours. Sin~e route drivers were paid 
$2,492.31 during March for 1,394.35 hour$, this would give an hourly rate 
of $1,78747 or 2,98 ~ents per minute. 
There were certain expenses connected with driving which were variabie 
in a general economic sense. These were driver expense and driver uniform 
rental. Driver expense=-expenses incurred while on the road, including 
telephone, tire repair, and in cases of long=range milk diversion, meals 
and lodging==amounted to $98.08. The As~ociation rented uniforms for the 
drivers from a firm specializing in this service, This cost amounted to 
$142.10. These items, while variable in an economic sense, were fixed with 
road clas~ification. Hence, they have been treated as fixed costs in th:is 
analysis. 
tABLE· Ill 
~RIVER. LABOR COSTS., PURE MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF 
- EASTERN OKLAHOMA; MARCH., -1958 
Costs Variable with 
road ~lassification 
Total 
Costs Fixed with .. . 
road c-la.H:i.fication 





















~hese items may be classified as variable costs for some analyseso 
These items totaled $240.18 in March, 19580 
Source: Audit Report for month of March, 1958, Pure Milk Producers 
Asso~iation of Ea®tern Oklahoma. 
Total va:dable c@s·ts aHociated with labor and fixed with road 
class.iffoaUon were estimated at $240. 18. This wa$1 the total of driver 
expense and uniforms. Thu~ total fixed labor costs asso1d.ated with routes 
wa1 $161.89 (right coluum., Table Ill). 
Route labor operations were considered to fall into three separate 
categories. These were (1) the fixed operations of' running the route, 
(2) driving operations, and (3) operations performed.at farm stops. 
Fixed operat:il()ns of ruRning the route included such things as (a) 
time spent at the plant before departure (T1); (b) time spent at lunch, 
c10Jffee, waiting, etc., (T4); (c) pump=off time (T5); and (d) time spent 
in mechanical difficulties and trouble (t6). The values fer time spent 
in the fixed operati~ns on the average ro~te, summari~ed from Table II, 
are as follows~ 
ur1 (time at plant) 1,3.2 
t 4 (lunch., c:offee, wd.Ung, etc) 51.2 
'5 (pump=off) 52o9 
T6 (trouble) 33.l 
Total 150,4 
With a per=minute labor charge of 2,98 cents, these fixed operations on 
the average route would co~t $4.48, and would represent about 27 percent 
of the total time. Total route labor ~ost amounted to $2,492.37 during 
March. As$uming that the average route was representative of all routes, 
the cost of fixed labor operations was re~ponsible for about 27 percent 
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Driving op~ration&1 in~luded all driving (T2 ) from the time. the truck 
left the plant until its return. Table II listed 311,7 minutes in driving 
cenu, labo:r c:ost of dt'iving the average :route amounted to $9 .29, and 
I 
represented about 55 percent of total time ~pent on the average route. 
Labor @o!'H: of the route driving operation during March waB a~aumed to be 
app:roxiaM1telly 55 percent of the total route labor cost of $2,492, 37 or 
Table I! li~ted 100,2 minl\ll.t.ea ~pent at fam stop:Bl (T3) on the average 
route of 175.2 mile~ with ten stops. Thia a~©ounted for about 18 percent 
of total time on the average route. The per=min~te labor charge of 2.98 
cent~ give~ u$ a co8t of $2.99 for labor at farm stop~. The March labor 
Truck and Tank Costs 
Truck ~nd tank co~t$ formed the b~lk of variable co~ts and certainly 
©iated road e~uipment at the rate of three cent~ per mile, and this 
co~t~ of truck~ will vary with mileage, road type and condition. Tanks 
salvage value. In the sample month of March, 1958, total truck and tank 
depreciation anu:>unted to $1,621.98==$1,095.30 for trucks .and $526.,68 for 
tanks, Total depreciaU.on chargeable to bulk milk routes was $1,09.3.31 
(Table IV). 
In the sample month, truck and tank operation and maintenance 
amounted to $1,905096, of which $738.25 was attributed to mechanic 0 s 
labor and payroll tax, leaving $1,167.71 which may be considered as 
variable co!Sts. 
Fuel costs were $2,161.30, and the amount paid out for tires and 
tubes was $165.,.30. However, variable costs fer tires and tubes was un= 
usually low during March, so the 1957 monthly average of $402.63 was 
used in the analysis. Oil and lubrication costs amounted to $100.14. 
On the routes that cover the area around Seneca, Missouri, drivers 
were instructed to use the Will Rogers Turnpike between Tulsa and Missouri. 
Cost of driving on the turnpike during March amounted to $101.45. 
The total variable cost attributed to the truck and .tank portion of 
the Pure Milk Producers Association bulk milk pickup operation during 
March amounted to $5,555.21. This amount wa8 net all attributable to 
route costs, however. In the right column of Table IV, route costs have 
been computed on the basil of the percent of total mileage reflected by 
route driving. 
Fixed costs asso@iated with trucks and tanks were a little over one= 
third as much as variable costs and are shown in Table V. As mentioned 
above, there was a fixed mec:1:umic 8 s salary d!>f $738.25 monthly. Monthly 
cost of in~urance was $601.12 and monthly cost of licenses was $392.07, 
Monthly Federal and State highway uH tax were $37~50 and $16.67, 
respectively. Depreciation on LP gas e1uipment was $48.72. 
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TABLE .IV 
TRUCK AND TAR C@S!i VAIUO.til WDH R@AD CI.ASSUICA'XIOO, Pmm MILK 
PR01MJCER$_ ASSOCIATION OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA; MARCH, 1958 
. .·--- :··, 
Item 
March, 1958, Actual Costs 
Truck and Tank O~eration 
and Maintenan.ce 
Oil and Lubrication 




Total Truick Cost 








March, 1958, Depreciation Costs 






















* Expenditures for til!:'es and tubes were deceivingly low ($165.30) during 
March. For this reason, the 1957 monthly average of $402.63 was used in 
the ~nalysis. 
** .This item is solely a route cost. Fo:r this reason there is no 
reducti.Olllo 
~~e~ Audit report of P~re Milk Producers Association of Eastern 
Oklahl!)m,a, Mar.ch, 1958. 
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'll.'.ABLE V 
TRUCK AND TANK CO£TS FIXED WITH ROAD CLASSIFICATION., PURE MILK 
PRODUCERS ASSOCIATlijN OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA; MARCH, 1958 
Item 
Mechanicc Salary 
Truck and Tank Licenses 
Federal Highway Use Tax 




Total Truck Costs 
(36,510 miles) 

















Inte:r:-eit b imputed from percent of total major investment that 
cost of truck~ and tanks and LP gas equipment represent, This percent of 
total monthly interest paid is aHumed to be the interest paid on these 
items, 
S01.1rceg Audit report of Pure Milk Producers Asso@i.ation of Eastern Oklahoma, 
March, 1958, 
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Intere1t on ·1tems included in fixed costs was imputed on the basis 
that total major investment was $327,610.89. Truck and tank cost and the 
cost of the LP gas equipment was 40.32 percent of this amount or $132,092;71. · 
Total interest paid annually amounted to $7,451.40 (atotal prin©iple of 
$17.3,499 •. 19 and. an average rate of 4.3 percent). About 40 percent of 
$7,451.40 amounted to $.3,004.40 which was assumed to be the annual 
interest paid on the truck and tank portion of the operation. The 
monthly interest would be 1/12 of this or $250.37. 
Total monthly fixed cost attributed to the truck and tank portion of 
Pure Milk Producers Association°s bulk milk pickup operation was estimated 
at $2,085.30. Like variable truck costs, fixed truck costs have been 
reduced with respect te the percentage of total mileage represented by 
route driving in Table V. Total fixed cost for routes amounted to 
$1,4050620 
Other C:osu 
All other costs were fixed with road classification. and condition 
(Table VI) o However, there were a few costs in thb classification which 
were variable in an economic sense. These included office supplies and 
utiU.ties. In March, 1958, office supplies amounted to $160.77 and the 
total utility bill was $.353097. It has been Msumed that l/3 of utility 
costs were cb.argeable to other departments, leaving 2/3 ($235.98) of the 
total to vary with bulk milk assembly operations, but fixed with respect 
to l'it»<Rd~. . One ... half of total off ice supplies were aHumed to be costs of 
bulk milk aHembly or $80 • .390 The total of these npseudo=fixedu costs 
attributed to the ~ther c~st classification amounted to $316.37. 
TABLE VI 
OTHER COST$ FIXE~ WI'rH ROAD CLASSIFICATION, PURE MILK PRODUCE~S 




Furniture and Fixtures Depreciation 
Land :Improvements Deprec.iation 
Interest 
Office Overhead 
Office Supplies 1 
Utilities (2/3) 1 
Total 






















* -Interest was imputed from p~rcent of total investment represented by 
cost of buildings, machinery and e1uipment, boiler, furniture and fixtures., 
and land improvement. This percent of total monthly interest was aHumed 
to be the interest paid on these items • 
. ** Office overhead here has been computed with respect to routes. 
Hence, there was no reduction. 
l..rn~se items may be considered variable in the general economic 
sense and may be so treated in some analyses. They totaled $316037 for 
March. 
Sourceg Audit report of Pure Milk Producers Associ~tion of Eastern 
Oklahoma, March, 1958. 
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Fixed lGQJ$t$ clasBed under other ~olt$ included depreciations on the 
building, ($68 • .39), the boU~r ($9016), furni.ture tand fixtures ($9023), 
machinery and fM!J!uipment ($JJ27) and land improvement ($17 o 16). Interest 
co:st was imputed on the $JJ&1me ba~is as for the truck and tank fixed cosuo 
The percentage of total investment represented by cost of buildings, 
m.achineiry a.nd elfj[uipment, boiler, land improvement, and furniture and 
fixture$ was ~omputedo Then this percentage of total monthly interest 
paid was used to estimate inte:re~t paid on these item~o The resulting 
figure wa$ $450080 
· Office ©verhead in~luded the $,alary of the truck manag~r whose 
duty it wa1 to $Ge that route$ were icoordinated and that the drivers 0 
route time waa. ta:1ii nearly e@J.ua1faed as poisd.ble-0 This employee was also 
in charge of maintaining truck r~cordso Al~o included in office over-
head was the ~alary of the wash boy, o~e~half of one clerk 0 s $alary and 
one=half th~ depre~iation on an offi~e ~ompute:r. While the wash boy was 
not a~tually offi~e help, his services were performed at the plant and his 
pay was fixedo For thi~ rea~on his salary was in~luded in the fixed cost 
of offi©e overbeado The clerk and machine ©ost wa~ ~plit because, 
ac((;ording to As~o~iation ~ec@rd~ and estimate~, the bulk milk pickup 
portion of their operation~ did not re~uire the full time $ervice~ of a 
cl~rk and ((;akulator. Total offill;;te overhead amounted to $797 o 12 bi Ma:rch, 
1958 0 
Total fixed ((;O~t&11 a:ttritnJted to ''orthea:r co~ti;i 11 were e~timated at 
$1,3040650 In the right ((;Olumn of Tabl® VI, the~e have been adjusted to 
give mo:rr:~ reaU~,tk e~timates for route ©OJ~U t(J)taling $1,139.22 o 
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Costs Per Mile 
~abor Costs Per Mile 
In March, 1958, a total of 1,394.35 hours of route driver labor were 
used at a cost of.$2.,4920.37. This was equivalent to a per=minute cost 
of 2.98 cents for route driver labor. Variable labor cost per route mile 
was computed by multiplying the variable labor cost per minute by the 
The formula for variable labor cost for roads with various percentages 
of each road type and condition is g 
·-
( 5. l) VI£, B D[4.41 Rf1 + 4.14 R1C2 + 6 .. 4~ 'R1C.3 + 6e26 R~f1 + 6.44 ~c2 
_ + 12.16 ~C.3 + 8.22 Rf1 + To.36 &3c2 + 12. 72 RJ':,J 
If all roads were in only one classification, the variable cost 
,, 
would be given directly in this formula. For example, if all roads were 
good highway, the variable labor cost w~uld be 4.41 cents per mile. 
Total fixed route labor cost~ amounted. to $161.89, or an equivalent 
of .657 cents per.mile. Labor cost per route mile was computed by adding 
the per-mile fixed labor CIO>St to the variable labor cost computed in 
formula 5.1. The f1C1rm.ula for labor cost for roads with various percentages 
of each road type and condition is: 
(5J2) I£ ..i 10) (.657) + :I}) [4.41 Rft·i:O° 4.14 Rf2 + 6~41 R1c:3 + 6.26 R2c1 
+ 6.44 ~c2 + 12.16 ~c3 + 8.22 R3Cl + 7.36 1R/;2 + 12. 72 R:f.3] 
For 24,610 miles driven in March, 725.06 hours of driving time was re1uired 
at a cost of $1,458.29 for labor cosu. 
Truck Costs Per Mile 
'Variable truck and tank costs totaled $3,777,61 in March. Actual 
driving time for trucks was the same as the driving time for drivers--
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road then the variable truck cost would be 8 0 68 cents per minuteo 
'Multiplying this rate by actual time involved in travel would give one 
estimate of cost by road type and condition. Costs based on this 
estimating procedure were.as follows~ 
(5.3), ncl ,., »[1~.84 ~lcl + 12.07 R1C2 + 18.66 Rf3 + 18.23 R2Cl 
+ 18075 ~c2 + 35.41 R2c3 + 2.3096 R3c1 + 21.44 Rf;2 
+ 37. 06 a3c3J 
l:lowever,·costs based on actual time nerstated the costs of travel 
on highways and understated the costs of travel on gravel and dirt roads .. 
On the. latter roads e\lll,uipment will not stand up as long and occasionally 
additional time is re~uired because of wet roadso In an attempt to 
approximate ac:tua.1 cost on the various roads the following assumptions 
1. · Each minute of a~tual time of travel on highway roads would 
20 · Each minute of a©tual time traveled on gravel roads would 
con$ ti tute 1. 5 units of cost. 
3o Each m.i!i!.ute of actual time traveled on dirt roads would con= 
stitute 2.0 unit~ of cost. 
cost were involved in travel in March, 19580 this would be e1uivalent 
to a unit cost of 7.22 cents for the variable truck cost categoryo The 
formula for variable truck ©osu by road types under this formulation 
would bei 
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(5~4) v,.r:c2 g D [10.69 R1c1 + 10.04 R1c2 + 15.52 R1c3 + 22.74 R2c1 + 2,3.39 
R2C2 + 44 .. 19 ~c.3 + 39 .85 R3Cl + 35 .67 R3C2. + 61.65 a,c.,J 
Fixed costs including truck, tank, labor aRd other costs were $3,389.95. 
If these costs were distributed uniformly over the total miles driven 
(36,510), they would have been e~uivalent to 9.28 cents per mile. For 
24,610 route miles, total fixed cost would be $2,541.76, giving a per 
mile rate of 10.33 cents. 
Total truck costs for any given route, based on assumed unit casts, 
would be equivalent to the distance multiplied by the per mile rate of 
fixed rioute costs (10 • .33) added to VTC2 (Formula 5.4). 
(5.5) TC g D (10.33) + D [10.69 R1c1 + 10.04 R1c2 + 15.52 R1c3 + 22.74 
~cl+ 2.3 •. .39 ~c2 + 44.19 R~?3 + 39.85 R.f1 + .35.67 R3C2 
+ 61.65 R:f3] 
Total Costs Fer Hile 
Total costs per mile for trucks and labor, based on.assumed unit costs, 
are summarized in Table VII and Figure 5. The$e costs are based on 
formulae 5.·,.2 and 5.,4 and iaclude only actual driving cosu. They do not 
·~ 1' 
cover such c~sts as che©k=in, unloading or clean$up. 
In Figure 5 the costs far the va:rious claHes of roads average as 
on a dirt road\ was over twice as great as on a highway road. It should 
be noted that these are ~o:su based ou specific aHum.ptions with respect 
to conditions during late winter months. During periods when dirt roads 
are wet and muddy, actual truck costs can skyrocket above the norm.al costs. 
Approximately half the sample was taken under these conditions. ~he costs 
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_TABLE VII 
COS? PER MILE FOR TRAVEL ON SAMPLE ROUTES, :BASED ON ASSUMED UNIT 
COSTS' CLASS IFDD BY TYPE AND co:mni:i!:oN OF ROAD' PURE MILK 
PROI>TJCERS ASSOOIA'llON OF EASTERN_ OKLAHOMA; MARCH, - 1958 
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Based on less than ?5 mile sample. Considered unreliable for 
reporting~ 
Source~ Computed from survey data obtained from Pure Milk Producers 
Association of Eastern Oklahoma, December 30, 1957 through 
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indicated in Figure 5 may overe~timate average conditions and normal costs 
and underestimate costs incurred in periods of bad weather conditions. 
Bad roads not only take extra time, extra fuel, and occasional assistance 
from a farm tractor or commercial winch truck, but they also mean that tle 
e1uipment may sustain internal damage which $hows up later in motor over-
hauls and increased maintenance. 
Total costs per mile, based on actual time, are summarized in Table 
. VIII. These cos ts are ba~ed on formulae 5. 2 and 5 q 3 • 
. Route Costs 
The average route in the Tulsa milkshed in March, 1958, included 10 
producer stops and was 175.2 miles in length. The average time and cost 
for performing each fulllction on this route is listed in Table IX. The 
total c.ost per route wa.s $70.59, for March, 1958. 
Certain functions performed on the route were classified as fixed 
functions. That is, the number of producers per route did not affect 
either the time or the ~~sts of performing these functions. Fixed .. 
functions includedg (1) time spent at the Association prior to departure, 
(2) lunch, coffee, waiting; etc., (3) unloading and pump=off, and (4) 
trouble. The total of these costs was $4.48 per route. This was an 
average of $.45 per produe:e:r. If a proportionate share of overhead 
driving were included as a fixed function then the average cost per 
producer would be $2a61 0 Overhead driving was defined as the distance 
traveled fr~m the Association to the first producer plus the distance 
traveled fr~m the last produ~er to the Pure Milk Producers Association 
plant. Almost all this travel was ~n paved roads, so the weighted average 
!ABLE VIII 
COS? PER MILE FOR !RAVEL ON SAMPLE ROUTES, BASED ON ACTUAL 
tlME, CLASSll'IEl!Jl BY TYPE AND COD!TION OF ROAD-, PURE 
MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF EASTERN OKLAHOMA; 
MARCH, 1958 
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* .' Based on less than 25 mile sample. Coneidered unreliable for 
reporting. 
Sourceg Computed_ from survey data obtained from Pure Milk Producers 
Asso~iation of Ea$tern Oklahoma, December 30, 1957 through 




AVERAGE ~AILY TIME AND COST FOR EACH FUNC'fION PERFORMED ON 
THE AYIRAGR ROU'.ffl, PURE MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF 
EASTERN OKLAHOMA; MARCH, 1958 
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-to departure 13o2 
Lu.neh., Coffee, 
Waiting, etco 51.2 
Unloading and 
Pump-off 52.9 
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Labor costs of driving are included in. total driving cost. 
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Sourcei Computed fr(.U. survey data and audit report of Pure Milk Producers 
AHociation of Ea.stern Oklahoma, March, 1958. Date of survey, 
:December .30, °1957 through February 1, 19580 
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miles of it»verhead driving on an average route of 175"2 miles with an 
average of ten produ~ers o. 
Per StopCosu 
At ead1 produ~er :step the actual co.st depended on the volume of milk. 
able time elemento Labor cost.rs at 2o98 cents per minute would give the 
where Vs is the v©lume of milk in hundredweightso 
The cost per 8top for a 1,000 pound pickup would be 17.8 cents plus 601 
cents [17 08 + (.61 x 10) J or 23o9 cents o For the average stop with 1,976 
pounds Of milk, the CO~t W(.j)Uld be 29 0 9 ~@ntS 0 
If fixed labor ~osts plus a propcrtion,ate share of office overhead 
(5o7) LC "" 20. 9 + . 72 V 
$ $ 
Using this formula the ~ost per stop for 2,000 pounds of milk would be 20.9 
fixed time element was 5.969 minute~ and the variable time element wa$ 
head were con$idered in a ~ompletely fixed ~ontext and averaged over all 
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stop$, the additicnal ~ost for the average stop would be 5.26 cents. 
Hence, the average labor cost per stop in e1uation 5.7. would be as 
(5.8) 
For a 2,000 pound stop the cost would be 35o3 cents.· In the interest 
of simplicity, and since it is really nearer the usual economic concept, 
this formulation will be used throughout this analysi$. 
DesignaUon ef a specific per stop cost depends on the problem under 
cgnsid.eration. If iconsideration is given only to the extra labor cost of 
going through the pickup operations at the farm then the per 1top cost 
would be a marginal cost~ .For some problems it. may also be necessary to 
give C!Qlnsideration to certain overhead costs entailed in the bulk milk 
transportation service. The larger the number of these overhead costs· 
in~luded, .the greater will be the per ~top costo In addition, the more 
nearly will the per step cost approach an average ©ost figure. 
In the Tulsa milkshed, the ~argi~al cost of going through the pickup 
operation at the farm was 17.8 cents (Formula 5.6). This was based on 
variable labor cost and does not consider the volume of milk pumped. 
Generally some volume @>f milk pumped should abo be :b:u::luded in. a per 
stop cost. If the average volume pumped were 2,000 pounds of milk, the 
extra cost based (l>tl variable labor cost would be 12.2 cents (this volume 
i~ slightly larger than the average used in Table IX). This would make 
a per stop cost.of 30.0 cents (Fon11ula 5.6). 
Some consideration might be given to the fix~d operations of running 
the route su«;th &1$ lunch and coffee, unloading and pump=off, and trouble. 
these costs were added to the aggregate per stop costs for the 2,000 
pound produ(t'!er, the March, 1958, per stop costs would range from 75.0 
cents for marginal salary cost to 80.3 cents for average salary costs" If 
the proportionate share of overhead driving costs were also included 
($2.61 per producer) the March, 1958, per stop costs would be $3.36 and 
$3.41 respectively. 
Generally, it would appear that the hauling charge for each producer 
should cover the primary cost of extra travel to his farm plus a share of 
the overhead items1associated with labor and truck costs. Using this 
principle, the addition of any new producer to a route should add enough 
income to cover the extra driving costs plus a per stop costo At a mini= 
mum, this per stop cQst should include the cost for time at the farm plus 
a share of the costs of running the route such as check=in, unloading, and 
checkouto The per StOf charge could be about 80 cents per average producer 
per pickup o Such a ch~rge might be collected for each delivery or it might 
be collected the first of each month on a flat $12.00 per month basis. 
Summary 
·With a per=minute labor cost of 2.,98 cents tbe fixed operations of 
running the route were $4.48 per route. Driving operatioas cost $9.29, 
and the fun~Uons performed at farm stops cost $2.98 per route. This 
totaled $16.75 charged for the labor used in driving an average routeo 
Total route labor cost in March was $2,654.26. 
Trµck and tank co$tS for driving the average route with the average 
proportions of r@ad ccm.ditions totaled $53.84" This included the aHumed 
variable depre~iation co~t for route equipment, the actually variable cost 
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f.or maintenance, fuel, lubrication, and tires, and the fixed cost of 
mechanics 6 salaries, licenses, insurance, interest and LP gas equipment 
depreciation, During March, truck and tank variable cos.ts totaled $3,777.62, 
and truck and tank fixed cosu were $1,405.62 fot· routes. 
All other costs were assumed to be fixed with road classification. 
The route pc.n:tfon of these amounted to $1., 136. 14. Costs per mile were 
computed on basis of the data collected in the sample. Average labor costs 
per mile were 4.425 cents for paved roads, 8.398 cents for gravel roads and 
9.119 cents for dirt roads. Truck co!U:s per mile were 21.095 cents for 
paved roads, 40.852 cents for gravel roads, and 54.541 cents for dirt roads. 







Route costs were allo@ated in the following proportionsi Labor, $7.46; 
truck and tank, $53.84. This meant that for each of the ten producers on 
the average route, the average cost incurred was $.75 for labor and $5~38 
for trucks and tanks or a total of $6.1..3. 
At each producer stop, there were a number of fixed functions performed 
by the driver. Based on regression analysis, these •functions consumed an 
average of 5.969 minutes9 At the rate of 2.98 cents per minute, this cost 
would be 17.8 cents. The additional fixed cost of overh~ad labor (5.3 cents 
per stop) was added to this to give a fixed element of 23.l cents per stop. 
The only consi~tent variable function at the farm stop was pumping. Logic= 
ally, time spent in pumping depends on the amount of milk pumpedo The 
~egression analysis gave a value of .205 minutes per hundredweight of milk. 
* These costs are based on th~ assumed unit costs. 
'Ii• 
At 2.98 ~ents per minute, the ~ost for pumping each hundredweight of milk 
would be .61 cents. Thus, per itop ~osts could be computed on the basis 
of a fixed and a variable element. 
CHAPTER VI 
A NEW PRODUCER 
Suppose there were a producer considering the installation of a bulk 
tank who was located north~ast of the nearest point along any established 
routeo 'I'hh producer is now shipping about 600 pounds of milk pe:r day in 
canso However, if he converts to bulk, there is reason to believe that 
he may increase present production by 25 pe:rcento If he succeeds in 
increasing prod.uction.l' he will ship about 1.,500 pounds per pickup on an 
every other day basis, Fo:r thi~ production he may have a herd of about 
.39 cows averaging 7,000pounds pe:r cow per yearo Assume that this pro= 
ducer is located in a ~one in which he will be charged 28 cents per 100 
pounds for haulingo At this rate, the Association would gross $4.20 
per pickup. 
Can the Asso@iatfon afford to let this producer install a bulk 
tank? The answer dependa, of course, on a number of factors. The first 
1uestfon obviously is "how much extra driving would be necessary? 11 If 
this producer is located 9 1/2 miles from the established route and if, 
in view of the road ccmditions, it will be necessary to back track on 
the route, a total of 19 miles would be added to th~ routeio 
The sec.ond question is iiwhat kind of roads must be t:iraveled.?u1 In 
this case, consider that .3 1/2 miles are fair highway, l mile is poor 
highway, 3 mil@s are fair gravel, and 2 miles are poor gravel. Since the 
road must be ba~k tracked, total travel will be 7 miles on fair highway, 
2 miles iQln poor highway, 6 m.il('.)JS on fair gravel, and 4 miles on poor gravel. 
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Extra cost of driving 
7 miles at 14018 cents g $ .99 
2 miles at 21.94 cents s 044 
6 miles at 29083 cents g 1.79 
4 miles at 56033 cents~ 2o25 
Extra labor cost at the farm 
$5047 
o.30 
Total of extra costs 
These extra costs include the wear and tear on trucks and tanks but 
they include no contribution whatsoever to other overhead costs of runQ 
ning the bulk tank pickup serviceo In addition, they do not provide 
for the fixed labor costs such as laundry and driver supplies. If these 
costs were included, the total cost of adding this producer would be 
$5077 plus $2038 for fixed costs of driving plus 5 cents for fixed costs 
of labor at the farm to make a total of $8.l5o Even at this higher cost 
the producer is not sharing the route costs of check=in, and other items. 
With income at $4.20 per pickup and costs at $tL 15 per pickup, a 
loss to the Association would be inevitable. It is not so much the 
actual distance which will make this unprofitable as it is the kind of 
roads traveled. If. the gravel roads were paved, the total extra costs 
would have been $4.15 which would be slightly less than income. A 
slight contribution would be made to the overhead. 
Obviously, the Association could not afford to install a bulk tank 
in a situation such as this, and just as obviously, the producer could 
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not afford to pave five miles of gravel road. Three alternatives are 
open. These are as follows~ (1) boost the hauling rate of this particular 
producer to at least 39 cents per hundredweight. A 39 cent hauling charge 
would bring a per stop revenue of $5.85==eight cents greater than total 
extra costs. However, an increase in the hauling rate to 54 cents per 
h~ndredweight of milk would be necessary for the producer to assume his 
full share of costs ($8015); (2) the producer may increase production. 
An increase of 300 pounds per day==600 pounds per stop==would increase 
Association income to $5.88 per stop. This would give a slight contri= 
bution to overhead driving costs and fixed labor costs" However, the 
producer would have to increase production to about 1,455 pounds per 
day (2,910 pounds per, stop) to cover his full share of $8.15; or (3) :if 
an additional producer of e1ual size located near the producer in question 
or between him and the existing route could be induced to install a bulk 
tank, the problem could be solvedo Assume that another producer of equal 
sb:e is located just across the road from. the producer ccm.sideriq the 
installation of a bulk tank? If both install bulk tanks, the Association 
receives $8.40 income fr,om, their combined volume of 3,000 pounds every other 
day" Tb.e extra cost. 9£ adding one producer is $5o77o If this producer is 
to carry his full share of costs, this figure is $8.150 However, the 
extra cost of adding~ producers is $5.77 plus $0030 extra labQr cost 
at the second farm plus s«mie small extra cost of driving from one barn to 
the other" Tb.is gives a total extra cost of Just over $6007. If eacb. is 
to share e«JtuaUy with all other producers in the c.osts of overhead driving; 
$2.18 mast be added to each producers 6 costs" Also, 5 cents must be added 
to each ,produce~0 s costs f@r fixed costs of labor at the farm. This brings 
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the total ~ost share of both produ~ers to $10.530 These producers would 
still lack $2.13 paying their full share of costs, but they do make a 
substantial contribution to fixed ~osts of the running of the route. 
CHAP'll:'ER VII 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
In this study, the basic problem was in the allocation of the costs 
of the bulk milk assembly operations of the Pure Milk Producers Association 
of Eastern Oklahoma among the various functions performed in tkese opera-
tionso This problem was examined from the standpoint of varying cost 
conditions-0 
The study was complicated by the milk diversion operations of the 
Association, the costs for which were included in Association audits along 
with route costs or the costs of bulk milk assembly. Throughout the study, 
costs which could be charged specifically to either category have been 
attributed to either "route costs'' or to ~'total costs o II However, the 
majority of costs were chargeable to both route operations and to diversion 
operations, These have been allocated arbitrarily on the basis of mileag~ 
driven on routes or in milk diversion. 
Throughout the study, costs have been tied to time spent and to road 
conditions on the Association routeso Since costs have been tied to road 
conditions in route operations, some ~o,ts which are normally considered 
variable in an economic framework have been treated as fixed costs. These 
costs are actually unaffected by road types and conditions, and hence with 
respeict to roads are actually fixed costso 
Drivers were compared en the basis of efficiency in performing functions 
at the farm stopso However, analysis of variance indi©ated that there were 
no significanit differences between'drivers in the performa111.ce of the over= 




Unexpected delays and courtesy fuµctions were responsible for addi-
tions to normal route timeo For example, one driver was observed to lend 
aid in the milk=house of one producer who was illo The producer 0s wife 
was responsible for performing all the chores involved in dairy farming. 
Also, there.were numerous observations of farmers being present in the 
barn whe,n a pie;ku.p was made. The interruption of the. normal pickup process 
would often detain the drivero Generally, however, the additional time 
represented a public relatio.ns ft'n:1.ction for the Association and may ·have 
been quite valuable to the Association. 
The time and motion data were integrated with income and cost 
accounting information for March, 1958, to obtain estimates of unit costs 
of performing specific functions. It was estimated that the average cost 
was $61.30 for the average route of 175.2 miles in length with ten pro=, 
ducers. This represents a cost of $6.13 per producero The cost of driv-
ing de·pended on three factors; ( 1) distance traveled., (2) road type or 
classification, and (3) road conditiono Based on the distribution of 
miles driven in the sample taken in early 1958, average costs per mile 
were as followsi 25.72 cents for highway, 49.25 cents for gravel, and 
63.66 cents for dirt. 
One of the greatest 1uestions present in a bulk milk assembly opera~ 
tion has been the addition of producers to bulk tank routes. Travel on 
dirt and gravel roads.has been expensiv~ and in numerous instances, pro-
ducers who have been located on these road. types have not shared in the 
full cost of transportation serviceso 
The decision to add a producer who is located on a dirt road should 
be made with full recognition of the consequences. Normally, the person 
in charge of the transportation department should make this decision. 
Some factors to be considered in this decision might be as follows: 
1. Is the farm located on an all=weather road? 
2. Are all bridges adequate for loaded tanks and trucks? 
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3. Are the farm entrances sufficiently wide to acc(!,mDllodate present 
truck and tank equipment? 
4. ls the farm driveway classified as all=weather? 
5. Is the income from the volume of milk per stop sufficient to 
cover the c~st of driving the additional mileage for this 
producer? 
6. Is the farm bulk milk parlor layout accessible and convenient? 
A negative answer to any of these points could be sufficient to rule 
against adding a new producer. 
In the Tulsa milkshed, farm driveways were res~onsible for as much 
difficulty as po~r r~ads. One particular route was observed three times. 
All three times, the 1tru@k was stuck in one produ©er 0s drive. Care should 
be exercised to insure that all produ~ers~=both old and new in terms of 
using bulk tank fa@ilities~=meet a minimum ~riveway specification. 
Additional studies shculd compare the expeuse of leased trucks with 
the expense of Associati~n ewned and operated trucks. The Central Okla= 
homa Milk Producers Asso~iation of Oklahoma City at the present time 
follows the practi@e of leasing trucks. Also, the revenue and cost of 
leased routes might be c<1:»mpared with revenue and cost of Association 
owned and operated routes. The practice of leasing routes has been a 
recent innovation in the Tulsa milkshedo The effect of weather and the 
density of location of producers upon costs of bulk milk assembly might 
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also be investigatedo The extent of additional costs and depreciation 
rates because of variable weather conditions are not knowno Some of the 
effects which might result from greater or lesser producer density have 
been implied in the precedi~g section dealing with the addition of a new 
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:eoir.nms OF MILK PICKED UP AN:lll TIME REQUIRED PER S'l'OP FOR A 
HYPotHETitAL B.OO"lt'E FOR TliE PURE MILK PRODUCERS 
ASSOCIATION OF EASTEJ.Uil OKLAHOMA 

















(pounds) (minutes) (minutes) (minutes) 
2,321 6.0 4.76 10.76 
2,014 6.o 4.25 10.25 
1,892 6.o 3.88 9.88 
1,,821 6.o 3.73 9.7.3 
2.,429 6.o 4.98 10.98 
1,346 6.0 2.·76 8.76 
1.,~o 6.0 3.Ja 9.32 
1,660 6.o 3.40 9.40 
1,727 6.o 3.54 9.54 
1,924 6.o .3.94 9.94 
-=---
Total 60.0 38. 56 ** 18,814 98.56 
* Estimates based on regression e~uation for time at the farm. 
** . This does not ag1::ae with the route .average of 100.2 minutes because 
in computing the route average the overall average of just less than 
2,000 pounds of milk per producer was used for all producer milk poundages. 
Seurcei Computed from survey data obtained from the Pure Milk Producers 
Association of Eastern Oklahoma, ~ecember 30, 1957 through 
February 1, 1958., 
68 
TABLE II 
SCHEDULE OF 1,ABOR ICOS"ES, PURE MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF EASTERN 
. . OKLAHOMA; MARCH, 1958 
Total Cost Route Cost 
(36 1 510 ntj, lesl=-~~="~(2;::;..4u•.:.6:::.:10::....:::::m~;U::.:ae:;;;sd..) 
Variable Costs 
Payroll Taxes 









142. 10 95078 
98.08 66.11 
$3jl942~ 18 $2,654)26 
Office overhead he1xe has bee ii computed with respe~t to routes. 
Hence, there is no redu~tiono 
Source~ Audit report, P~re Milk Producers Asso@iation of Eastern 
Oklahoma., for p,e:riod Ma:r~h 1, 1958, through March 31, 1958. 
TABLE III 
SCHEDULE OF TRUCK COSTS, PURE MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF EASTERN 
OKLAHOMA; MARCH, 1958 
Variable Costs 




Oil and Lub:r.ication · 






Truck and Tank Insurance 
Truck and Tank Lic8nses 
Federal Highway Use Tax 


















LP Gas E~uipment Depreciation 48,72 
Mechanic.s 0 Salaries 
Total 



























* Expenditures for tires and tubes 1,ras deceiv:l.ngly low (,$165, 30) during 
March. For this reason, the 1957 monthly average of $4,02,63 was used in 
the: analysis, 
** This is solely a route cost, Ii'or this reason, there is no reductim. 
Source: Audit Report for month of March, 1958, Pure Milk Producers 
Asso1Ciatfon cf Eastern Oklahoma, 
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TABLE IV 
SCHEDULE OF a?HER COSTS, PURE MILK PRODUCERS ASSOCIATION OF 
EAS'JrERbl OKLAHOMA; MAR.CH, -1958 
Variable Costs 





Furniture and Fixtures 
:l)Jepreeiation 










Laud Improvemenu Depr~~iation 17.16 
Interest 
Total 

















Sou:rceg Audit R~port, Pure Milk P:rroduci;;ers Associ;;iation of Eastern 
Oklahoma, March, 1958 o 
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